
Language, Power, and 
Macro-Societal Issues

Deckert and Vickers Ch.7 



Language is indexical
What do these language forms index? In other words, what social categories are 
reflected in these forms?

Nah we 
straight

cawffees

Pa_k a ca_ in 
Ha_vard ya_d.



Language is indexical 

Referents 

Social categories  

Membership in 
speech communities 

I like to teach 
here.

Cawfee 

It’s gnarly dude! 



OJ Simpson Trial - the testimony of a key witness 
● Robert Heidstra testified that he was walking his dogs on 

the night of the Nicole Brown Simpson and Rod Goldman 
murders when he heard “the very angry screaming of an 
older man who sounded black.”

● The defense lawyer Cochran strongly objected to the 
question. “I resent that statement. You can’t tell by 
someone’s voice when they’re black. I don’t know who’s 
made that statement. That’s racist… I think it’s totally 
improper in America...just to hear this and endure this.” 

● Apparently allowing himself to be silenced by the charge of 
racism, the black prosecutor Christopher Darden moved 
on to other matters, ended what could well have been a 
breakthrough line of inquiry in a trail that polarized the 
nation along racial lines.



Bourdieu (1977) - Language as symbolic and social 
capital
Cited in Deckert and Vickers, 2011, p.154

According to Bourdieu, social understandings of prestige varieties provide greater 
access to social and economic resources for those who use these prestige 
varieties of language. This differential access to social capital contributes to the 
formation of a dominant and dominating class. 



OJ Simpson Trial - the testimony of a key witness 
● Robert Heidstra testified that he was walking his dogs on 

the night of the Nicole Brown Simpson and Rod Goldman 
murders when he heard “the very angry screaming of an 
older man who sounded black.”

● The defense lawyer Cochran strongly objected to the 
question. “I resent that statement. You can’t tell by 
someone’s voice when they’re black. I don’t know who’s 
made that statement. That’s racist… I think it’s totally 
improper in America...just to hear this and endure this.” 

● Apparently allowing himself to be silenced by the charge of 
racism, the black prosecutor Christopher Darden moved 
on to other matters, ended what could well have been a 
breakthrough line of inquiry in a trail that polarized the 
nation along racial lines.



Language and nationality - Gal (1987) 
● Romania in the communist era: Romanian vs. German 
● Which language had more symbolic capital and why? 

Hierarchical distinctions between languages  

What are examples we discussed in class?



California 
What are examples that illustrate a hierarchical relationship between English and 
Spanish?

Language policies?

Street names and 
signs?

Classification of English Language 
Learners? 



The racialized “other”
● Positioning a particular group the “other”, not the “norm”; the powerful groups 

as normative and subordinate groups as the other.
● NYT An Open Letter to the Woman Who Told My Family to Go Back to China.
● https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/10/nyregion/to-the-woman-who-told-my-fa

mily-to-go-back-to-china.html

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/10/nyregion/to-the-woman-who-told-my-family-to-go-back-to-china.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/10/nyregion/to-the-woman-who-told-my-family-to-go-back-to-china.html


Linguistic landscapes 



Definition of Linguistic Landscape 
● “The language of public road signs, advertising billboards, street names, 

place names, commercial shop signs, and public signs on government
buildings combines to form the linguistic landscape of a given territory,
region, or urban agglomeration.”  Landry and Bourhis (1997: 25)

● Two types of linguistic landscape: Top down and bottom up. “Top-down” 
refers to official signs placed by the government or related institution. 
“Bottom-up” refers to signs created by commercial enterprises, private 
organizations or persons.   



Linguistic landscapes in NYC









Language and Politics



Trump’s Tweets
https://voxpopulisphere.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/17022000_1446140382094574_3031220881113348069_n.jpg?w=930&h=11
94

https://voxpopulisphere.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/17022000_1446140382094574_3031220881113348069_n.jpg?w=930&h=1194
https://voxpopulisphere.files.wordpress.com/2017/03/17022000_1446140382094574_3031220881113348069_n.jpg?w=930&h=1194


Language and politics 
Political language is designed to make lies 
sound truthful and murder respectable, 
and to give the appearance of solidity to 
pure wind.

- George Orwell, Politics and the 
English Language (1947)

All official institutions of language are 
repeating machines: school, sports, 
advertising, popular songs, news, all 
continually repeat the same structure, the 
same meaning, often the same words: the 
stereotype is a political fact, the major 
figure of ideology. 

- Roland Barthes, The Pleasure of the 
Text (1975)



Discourse and Manipulation (Van Dijk, 2004, p.373)





Proposition 187
[The people of California] have suffered and are suffering economic hardship 
caused by the presence of illegal aliens in this state. That they have suffered and 
are suffering personal injury and damage caused by the presence of illegal aliens 
in this state.

How are “us” and “them” constructed? 



How Trump talks about Mexico (June 16, 2015)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxZkg0rOWI4

“When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best. They’re not sending you. They’re not 
sending you. They’re sending people that have lots of problems, and they’re bringing those problems 
with us. They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are 
good people.” 

“The border is wide open for cartels & terrorists. Secure our border now. Build a massive wall & 
deduct the costs from Mexican foreign aid!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxZkg0rOWI4


Trump’s Speech to the Arab Islamic American 
Summit (May 21, 2017)

"This is not a battle between different faiths, different sects or different civilizations. "This is a battle 
between barbaric criminals who seek to obliterate human life and decent people, all in the name of 
religion."

"Drive them out," he said. "Drive them out of your places of worship. Drive them out of your 
communities. Drive them out of your holy land. And drive them out of this earth."



Bush post 9/11 statements (Leudar et al, 2004)



Tony Blair’s statements:

There is continuity between how Bush and Blair present the events. The attacks 
are again not just physical attacks, located in the USA. They are attacks on 
democracy. People who embrace democratic values are also victims of the 
attacks. 

 



Bin Laden’s statement





Critical perspective on language in the public sphere 
Tony Blair’s address to the 
British people regarding the 
war in Iraq

Van Dijk (2006) 

Discourse and manipulation



“Collateral Murders”
5th April 2010 10:44 EST WikiLeaks has released a classified US military video depicting the 
indiscriminate slaying of over a dozen people in the Iraqi suburb of New Baghdad -- including two Reuters 
news staff.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rXPrfnU3G0

2:50-6:44, 8:00, 9:10

Pay attention to the pilots’ conversation. How is the act of killing justified? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rXPrfnU3G0


Language and Media



Three Little Pigs (1948)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7PHUtDZ0V0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7PHUtDZ0V0


Important Quotes 
● This chapter is about the sociolinguistic aspects of the systematic 

construction of dominance and subordinance in animated films aimed at 
children. (p. 80)

● Is this a part of how children learn to assign values on the basis of variation in 
language linked to race, ethnicity, and homeland? (p. 80)

● In traditions passed down over hundreds of years from the stage and theater, 
film uses language variation and accent to draw character quickly, building on 
established preconceived notions associated with specific regional loyalties, 
ethnic, racial, or economic alliances. (p. 81)

● Actors attempt to manipulate language as a tool in the construction of 
character, whether or not they are successful. (p. 83)



Methodology
In order to study how accent is employed to develop characters in animated films, 
Lippi-Green (1997) systematically viewed a total of 24 films multiple times and 
analyzed a total of 371 characters for a verity of language and characterization 
variables.







Lippi-Green (1997) 

● Bad characters in animated movies usually speak with an accent. Accents are used in the media in 
order to create an effect. (Think of indexicals.)

● What accents do you hear from the following Lion King clips?
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8wgXRNYcPM
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXrqBP4BkY0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-8wgXRNYcPM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXrqBP4BkY0


Representation of Indian Americans
Listen to the lyrics of the song:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oEWA7UglB4

What do you think about the representation of the Indian Americans?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3oEWA7UglB4
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Conclusion
Characters with strongly positive actions and motivations are overwhelmingly 
speakers of socially mainstream varieties of English. Conversely, characters with 
strongly negative actions and motivations often speak varieties of English linked to 
specific geographical regions and marginalized social groups...Even when 
stereotyping is not overly negative, it is confining and misleading.  (p. 103)



Van Dijk (2004) Discourse and Manipulation
● Language is manipulated so that dominant groups can reproduce their power. 

These groups influence the knowledge, beliefs, and (indirectly) the actions of 
the recipients. 

● Manipulation is illegitimate in a democratic society becuse it (re)produces, or 
may reproduce, inequality: it is in the best interests of powerful groups and 
speakers, and hurts the interest of less powerful groups and speakers. 

(p.363-364)





Class work 7.3 Doing Sociolinguistics: Thought Exploration 
(p. 163) 
Tony Trew (1979)’s famous study based on some events in 1975 in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe):
Who is defined as (a) being responsible for the act? (b) being affected? And (c) how the circumstances 
are defined.

● The Times
    RIOTING BLACKS SHOT DEAD BY POLICE AS ANC LEADERS MEET.  

Eleven Africans were shot dead and 15 wounded when Rhodesian police opened fire on a rioting 
crowd of about 2000 in the African Highfield township of Salisbury this afternoon.  

● The Guardian
POLICE SHOOT 11 DEAD IN SALISBURY RIOT
Riot police shot and killed 11 African demonstrators and wounded 15 others here today in the Highfield 
African township on the outskirts of Salisbury.  The number of casualties was confirmed by the police.  
Disturbances had broken out soon after the executive committee of the African National Congress (ANC) 
met in the township……



● RIOTING BLACKS   SHOT DEAD   BY POLICE   AS ANC LEADERS MEET

                                                                           

● The focus is on those affected, who are described as “rioting”, which suggests they are responsible 
for what has happened.  

● POLICE SHOOT DEAD          11                IN SALISBURY RIOT

● The police are the agent in an active construction

 

Affected Process Agent    circumstance

Affected Agent    circumstanceProcess 
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